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What is Preclinical Research? 
In therapy development preclinical research is the stage of research that begins before clinical 
trials can begin, and during which important iterative testing, feasibility, efficacy in disease 
models, and drug safety data is collected.

Preclinical Research
Target identification/validation

Lead identification/optimization
PK-PD/ADME

Therapeutic Agent Efficacy in a Disease Model
Toxicity in Rodents, Canines, NHP

Clinical Trials
Safety and 

Efficacy in Humans



• High rate of attrition of AD drug candidates in 
Phase II (92%) and Phase  III (98%) with more 
than half failing due to lack of efficacy.

• From 2002 to 2012, 244 drug candidates were 
tested in 413 clinical trials (Ph I - Ph III) only 
one (memantine) received FDA approval 
(approval rate of 0.4%; >99% attrition)

Cummings et al., Alzheimer's Research & Therapy 2014, 
Cummings et al., Alzheimer’s & Dementia 2018

• More than 200 therapeutic 
agents have been reported to 
be efficacious in ameliorating 
pathology and/or cognitive 
deficits in transgenic  AD animal 
models.

• This success has not translated 
to success in the clinic. In fact, 
none of these agents have been 
advanced to the FDA for 
approval to market as an 
effective disease modifying 
therapy for AD.

Preclinical to Clinical Translation Gap

Zahs & Ashe, Trends in Neurosciences, 2010
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Factors Contributing to Poor Translation of Preclinical Efficacy 
Testing 

• The AD animal models do not accurately recapitulate human AD.

• Lack of reliable preclinical biomarkers that translate to the clinic.

• Failure to match outcome measures used in clinical studies.

• Lack of standardization and rigor in study design and analysis of data.

• Publication bias due to under reporting of negative results in the literature.

• Poor reproducibility of published data.

Shineman et. al., Alzheimer’s Research &Therapy, 2011



(Including those published in high impact journals)

• Data from 76 animal studies published 
between 1980-2000 in 7 leading scientific 
journals (Science, Nature, Cell, Nature 
Medicine, Nature Genetics, Nature 
Immunology and Nature Biotechnology).

• Median citation count of 889 (range of 639-
2233 citations).

Scientific Rigor in Study Design is Lacking in Preclinical Efficacy 
Studies

DG Hackam, JAMA , 296:1731-2, 2006



May 14-15, 2012
Feb 9-10, 2015
March 1-2, 2018
April 19-22, 2021

NIH AD Research Summits: 
Path to Treatment and Prevention

Overarching Goal: Formulate a blueprint for an
integrated, translational research agenda that will
enable the development of effective therapies (disease
modifying and palliative) across the disease continuum
for the cognitive as well as neuropsychiatric symptoms
of Alzheimer’s disease.

NIH AD Summits :
Recommendations Aimed at Increasing the Predictive Validity 

of Preclinical Studies in AD Animal Models

• Identify consensus experimental design elements and best practices 
and incorporate them into study design guidelines for preclinical 
studies in AD animal models.

• Develop a publicly available database that serves as a knowledge 
platform for data sharing, mining and analysis relating to the 
preclinical testing of candidate therapeutic agents in AD animal 
models.

• The database should help identify critical experimental design 
elements and methodology missing from studies, making them 
susceptible to misinterpretation and reducing their rigor, 
reproducibility and translational value.

• The database of preclinical efficacy studies that houses experimental 
designs and analyses of positive and negative data to overcome 
publication bias



Recommendations: Best Practices and Study Guidelines for 
Preclinical Animal Studies

• Power Analysis/Sample Size

• Statistical Analysis Plan

• Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria

• Randomization 

• Blinding (treatment allocation and outcome measures)

• Balance for Gender

• Report Age of Animals 

• Report details of Strain, Housing, Diet

• Employ translatable biomarkers as key measures

• Use  PK/PD, ADME to Characterize Candidate Therapeutic Agents

• Report Toxicology Measures

• Report Potential Conflicts of Interest

• Develop a Publicly Available Database of Preclinical Efficacy Studies (Similar to Clinical Trials.gov.) 

Common Critical Elements of 
Clinical Trial Study Design

van der Worp et al  PLoS, 2010
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Recommendations Aimed at Increasing Predictive 
Power of Preclinical Testing in AD Animal Models:

https://alzped.nia.nih.gov

Recommendations from 2015 NIA AD Summit

https://alzped.nia.nih.gov/


AlzPED: Scope and Capabilities
• Growing database, currently hosts curated summaries of 1300 preclinical therapeutic studies in AD animal models published 

between 2000 and 2021.
• Provides the research community with an easy way to survey existing AD preclinical therapy development literature with 

access to information on study design and methodology, animal models, therapeutic agents, therapeutic targets, outcomes, 
patents and related clinical trials.

• Designed to monitor the scientific rigor of curated studies with a “Rigor Report Card” consisting of a standardized set of 24 
experimental design elements recommended by expert advisory groups during the 2015 NIH AD Summit. 

• Reports on the rigor of each curated study by summarizing the elements of experimental design and identifying critical 
elements of experimental design missing from the study. 

• Provides a platform for creating citable reports of unpublished studies, including studies with negative findings.
• Mitigates publication bias due to under-reporting of negative results in the literature.

• Provides funding agencies with a tool for enforcement of requirements for transparent reporting and rigorous study design.

• Provides search capability across relevant translational criteria data sets and external databases:

• Therapy Type (16 Therapy Types)
• Therapeutic Agent (1119 Therapeutic Agents)
• Therapeutic Target (250 Therapeutic Targets)
• Animal Model (210 Animal Models)
• Principal Investigator
• Funding Source

• Related Publications (PubMed)
• Therapeutic Agents (PubChem and Drug Bank)
• Therapeutic Targets (Open Targets and Pharos)
• Animal Model (Alzforum)
• Related Clinical Trials (ClinicalTrials.gov)
• Related Patents (Google Patents and USPTO)



Article Selection and Curation Workflow

Article Selection:
• Published studies are collected from databases like 

PubMed and Embase using key word search strings 
specific to preclinical therapeutic testing in AD animal 
models.

• Unpublished studies (including negative data) are 
obtained directly from researchers.

AlzPED Data Submission Portal:

Submitted study reviewed and curated by 2 NIA experts in AD 
research for 
• Bibliographic details, funding source, study goals
• Therapeutics – therapy type, therapeutic agent and target
• Animal model
• Scientific rigor and experimental design (using Rigor Report Card)
• AD-related outcome measures

Curated summary is hosted on AlzPED

Curation Workflow:



Sample of a Curated Record on AlzPED



AlzPED Monitors Rigor in Study Design for Each Curated Study

AlzPED is designed to monitor the 
scientific rigor of curated studies 
with a “Rigor Report Card” consisting 
of a standardized set of 24 
experimental design elements 
recommended for preclinical efficacy 
studies

Rigor Report Card



Critical Elements of Experimental Design are Under-Reported

Graph shows the percentage of 
studies reporting the standardized 
set of 24 experimental design 
elements, calculated from 1298 
published preclinical studies 
curated to AlzPED. 

Detailed Analytics Summary is 
available on the AlzPED Analytics 
page. 

https://alzped.nia.nih.gov/alzped-analytics


Reporting Trends In The 9 Core Design Elements

9 core design elements are derived from Shineman et al., 
2011, Landis et al., 2012, Snyder et al., 2016 and ARRIVE
guidelines.

Graphs show reporting trends for the 9 critical core experimental 
design elements evaluated over 5-year spans from 2000 to 2021. 
Data analyzed using Chi square test; **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, 
****p<0.0001. Data presented as number that reported Vs number 
that did not report core experimental design elements, calculated 
from 258, 282, 357 and 401 curated studies published between 
2000-2006, 2007-2011, 2012-2016 and 2017-2021 respectively.

NOT-OD-11-109

NOT-OD-15-102

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21943025
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21943025
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23060188
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=27836053
https://www.nc3rs.org.uk/arrive-guidelines
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-11-109.html


NOT-OD-11-109 requires transparency in reporting financial conflicts of interest, and

NOT-OD-15-102 requires consideration of sex as a biological variable.

Enforcement of these policies clearly improved the reporting of these core
experimental design elements.

NIA Funding Opportunity: Integrative Research to Understand 
the Impact of Sex Differences on the Molecular Determinants 
of AD Risk and Responsiveness to Treatment (U01) PAR-23-082
All findings from preclinical efficacy studies, including both negative and positive findings,
are expected to be incorporated in AlzPED no later than 9 months after study completion
or at the time of first manuscript publication, whichever comes first.

Published studies will be incorporated in AlzPED as a curated record; unpublished studies
will be incorporated in AlzPED as a citable pre-print.

Role of NIH Policies in Improving Rigor – evidence from 
reporting trends over 20 years from the AlzPED Database

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-11-109.html
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-23-082.html


Academic and  
Industry 

Researchers

Leverage the AlzPED data to inform the design of your efficacy testing studies. Create
citable reports of your (old and new) unpublished work including studies with negative
findings.

Data 
Scientists

Use the multifaceted data to conduct a variety of meta-analyses and generate new
insights on disease targets and candidate therapeutics.

Funding 
Agencies

Use AlzPED to assess the quality of the research you support and as a tool to enforce
requirements for transparent reporting and rigorous study design.

Who Can Benefit from AlzPED

alzped@nih.gov 

https://alzped.nia.nih.gov/user/register

Submit your unpublished studies and get a citable preprint with a DOI

Register for a free account: 

mailto:alzped@nih.gov
https://alzped.nia.nih.gov/user/register
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